Message
Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas Samiti, under IFAD supported ILSP
have been implementing its component 1 in Almora, Bageshwar,
Pithoragarh, Tehri, Uttarakashi Dehradun, Pauri, Rudraprayagand
Chamoli in coordination with the target community, state holders, line
departments and district & state administration.
I am both, pleased and proud to go through the case studies as
these reﬂect the hard work of the community involved and the team
behind, the up - hill struggle of the farmers and their journey from
scratch to apex.
These case studies are a research strategy and an empirical inquiry
that investigates a phenomenon within its real-life context and are
based on an in-depth investigation of individuals, groups and event to
explore the causes of underlying principles with a descriptive and
exploratory analysis. We are pleased to put forward multiple case
studies in before all with quantitative and qualitative evidence.
Individual commitment to a group effort –that is what makes a
team work, a society work, a civilization work. Leaders must exemplify
integrity and earn the trust of their teams through their everyday
actions and when you do this, you set high standards for your
organization and when you do so with positive energy and enthusiasm
for shared goals and purpose, you deeply connect with your team, and
also the community.
These case studies are the reﬂectors showing to what extent ILSP
is putting in the best of efforts for eradicating poverty by strengthening
the villagers and farmers and making them self-reliant , self dependent
so that they can lead a better life.

Manisha Panwar
Principal Secretary – Rural Development
Chairperson - UGVS

Message
Agriculture is the main source of livelihood in the hills of our state.
Though many people are migrating, yet through the initiatives by
Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas Samiti (UGVS) under IFAD’s –Integrated
Livelihood Support Project (ILSP), it’s a prodigious fact that this project
has tried to put a check on migration. Now, many people have started
choosing to stay in the hills and continue agriculture practices. Despite
all odds and circumstances in the hilly region, it is still a remarkable
effort that the community is putting in. The fact is that there is too much
of hard work in the hills and which is at times risky too. But with the
unremitting efforts under ILSP, we have been able to generate
livelihood opportunities and have turned even the barren lands go
green. Actually, the people in hilly areas live as communities and work
as communities. If a part of population starts migrating then it becomes
difﬁcult for the rest to stay back. However, ILSP has been instrumental
in narrowing down the the socio-economic pressure due to which the
villagers used to migrate.
UGVS has selected and documented the leading change makers
who have demonstrated a difference among others. These case studies
have set an example for many and truly speaking have also
strengthened the already migrated populace for reverse migration,
which in itself is a good sign of our development approach. Moreover,
the feeling & gratiﬁcation of rendering our best possible help to the
villagers is beyond description. Through our experts, self-reliant groups,
stakeholders, line departments, the funding agencies, scientiﬁc and
modern implements used, UGVS has been able to provide better
livelihood opportunities for the farmers which are deﬁnitely a sign of
constructive development.

On the other hand, Gender equality is more than a goal in itself. It
is a pre condition for meeting the challenge of reducing poverty,
promoting sustainable development and building good governance
and through ILSP, we have been able to set out an exceptional example
of this as well by rendering our best possible help to even the women
irrespective of any caste or creed.

D. Senthil Pandiyan
Secretary - Agriculture and Horticulture
Chief Project Director, ILSP

Message
The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to reach your full
potential, describes the nature of Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas Samiti
under IFAD's ILSP. It's such a great pleasure to share these case studies,
after going through which, you will come to know the earnest efforts
and allegiance, true commitment by each and every individual be it an
expert trainer or an ILSP member, be it a farmer group or Self- Reliant
Cooprative. UGVS has been able to make a mark by accomplishing our
vision and mission in order to develop our state by providing livelihood
opportunities to hill farmers and focusing on doubling of their incomes.
Well, these case studies have exposed that you are not here merely
to make a living. You are here in order to enable the world to live more
amply, with a greater vision, with a ﬁner spirit of hope, and
achievement. You are here to enrich the society and you impoverish
yourself if you forget the errand. Therefore, I want to congratulate all the
stakeholders who has done a tremendous job and I wish a great success
and a bright future to all those individuals whose case studies have
been taken up and also to those who have been inspired by them.
Congratulations once again and many more to come !
Dr. Ram Bilas Yadav
Additional Secretary – Rural Development
Additional Project Director, UGVS
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REINSTATING THE
MODERN FARMING WHEEL
IN THE HILLS
FARM MACHINERY BANK INITIATIVE
Farm Machinery Bank initiative of the Central Government had a
huge potential but it is difﬁcult to expect a farmer to indulge in
buying a complicated expensive farm machinery. Uttarakhand
Grameen Vikas Samiti (UGVS) has build up its trust and association
with the farmers for over a decade. UGVS ventured into the initiative
and with help of need based inputs of the farmers turned the
initiative into a gainful workable proposition. Within one year the
farmers who have used the machinery have reported an
improvement of 30-40% on the crop yield.
The Himalayas has been the favourite destination for adventure
seekers but life is equally adventurous for the inhabitants of the area.
In Uttarakhand, out of the total 7.41 lakh ha land is under cultivation,
89% are under small and sub-marginal holdings, thereby limiting the
scale of economies where input cost of per unit of output is higher.

Terrace farming in Uttarakhand
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MIGRATORY CHAOS Struggling with the problems on daily basis and
then getting meager results has convinced the people of the area
that the solution to their lives lies in the urban areas causing
migration to increase year on year. Many (1048) villages in
Uttarakhand have been totally abandoned and the dream of most of
the people is to move to the cities to for jobs. According to the 2015
National Institute for Rural Development and Panchayati Raj survey
of 88% houses reported at least one member having migrated of
whom 86% are male.
Though the mountainous terrains are fertile but due to the lack of
resources, monetary issues, crop destruction by the insects, pests or
by the wanton destruction caused by monkeys, wild boars and other
wild animals leave poor farmers discouraged so much so that men
and youth migrate, leaving their ﬁeld barren.
COMPROMISED LAND HOLDING The land holdings in hilly farming
in small and scattered. Out of the total cultivated area, about 50 per
cent of landholdings are sub marginal, and 21 per cent of
landholdings measure between 0.5-1 hectares. Over 27 per cent of
the area under cultivation consists of plots less than 1 hectare in size.
Majority of farmers are submarginal or marginal, not having the
access to new machines and modern farming equipment as they are
economically weak. Therefore, the land remains barren because the
farmers lack resources and information regarding agriculture.
DISEMPOWERED WOMEN Mostly the farming is practiced by
women who are left behind in villages increasing their drudgery.
Already burdened with household work, caring for small children,
and elderly members, they are ridden with additional responsibility
of farming and milch cattle.
TRADITIONAL TOOLS like Darati, Khudal, Pathal and ploughing the
ﬁelds using animals for farming made it even more difﬁcult
especially for women to carry out farming activities. The activities
being more labour intensive, the dependency on farm labour is
increased, who charged higher rates upsetting the economics of
proﬁts from cultivation of small farm holdings. Cost of production
increased and returns became less due to higher cost of operations.
Most of the farmers were marginal, individual ownership of
machinery was unviable for small farmers.
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Traditional Agricultural Practice:
A Man Ploughing his ﬁeld using Cattle

DRUDERY ALLEVIATION Small or marginal farmers cannot invest in
costly machines to alleviate farming practices. Ministry of
Agriculture and Farmers Welfare introduced the Farm Machinery
Bank Initiative (FMB) for mechanization of small farms with the aim
to restore farmers interest in agriculture and horticulture practices,
increase land cover under cultivation, reduce work load on farmers
majority being women and enhance economic growth of rural
farmers.
Under Farm Machinery Bank scheme a fund worth Rs. 10 lakh is
provided to a small group of farmers and a subsidy of Rs. 8 lakh is
given by the Government for it. Additionally farmers also get 50%
subsidy on GST.
MECHANISATION The scheme provides farming machines such as
Power tiller, Power Weeder, Thrasher, Chaff Cutter, Self Propelled
Reaper, Brush Cutter, Harrow, Seed Drill, Reaper cum Binder, Water
Pumps, Power Sprayer, Pump Set and Water Pipes to the farmers.
The State Government has set up Farm Machinery Bank scheme at
Nyaya Panchayat level and an amount of Rs. 4000 lakh under central
sector and Rs 400 lakh under state sector had been sanctioned for it.
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Farm Machinery Bank Center at Tehri

UGVS FACTOR The association of Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas Samiti
(UGVS) with its farmer members has been more than a decade old.
The State Government gave priority to UGVS Livelihood Collectives
(LC) for opening FMB Centers. The organization sensitized LC
members about the Farm Mechanization scheme, importance of
setting of Farm Machinery Bank Centers and advantages of using
advance tools of agriculture over traditional methods.
UGVS was registered in 2004, promoted by Department of Rural
Development, Government of Uttarakhand in association with
International Fund for Agriculture Development (IFAD) to undertake
implementation of Livelihood Support projects. UGVS implemented
Uttarakand Livelihood Improvement project for Himalayas (ULIPH)
from the year 2004 to 2012 . UGVS subsequently implements
Integrated Livelihood Support Project ILSP) too with an overall goal
to enable rural households to take up sustainable livelihood
opportunities integrated with the wider economy. It is being
implemented in 41 Blocks and 11 hill Districts of the state.

Operation Strategy
Farm machineries are quite an expensive proposition as compared
to the income of marginal farmers, so is the rent quite high and tricky
operation of a mechanical device makes it a challenging affair for the
implementing organisation. UGVS's ﬁeld experience has come into
practice for the implementation of the programme, therefore the
following strategy was devised to mitigate the challenges.
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Ÿ A machine bank was decided to set up at each Livelihood
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Collective.
Machines are given on rent to a SHG or individual farmer for a
season or a year.
Rentals are decided by Livelihood Collectives as per the cost of the
machines.
MoU is signed with the farmers or the group ensuring community
usage, market based rental for operations in ﬁelds of others and
proper maintenance of the machines.
Procurement committee of the LC ensures that the leased
machines are used for maximum number of farmers.
MoUis legally vetted and the Chief Agriculture Ofﬁcer is the main
authority to settle the disputes.
Committee also oversee that the leaser does not manhandles the
machines
UGVS estimated that on an average the LC stated earning Rs 5000Rs 6000 per month from leasing out machines.

SUCCESS STORY In the year 2017, subsidy under the scheme was
availed by 131 Livelihood Collectives. Till September 2018, 131 FMB
Centers were operational, one FMB Center has been set up per
Livelihood Collective. The target for ﬁnancial year 2018 is to reach 250
Livelihood Collectives having 250 functional FMB centers. The tools
purchased for one FMB Center approximately covers 40-50 Ha of
farm land. On an average each FMB center caters to around 500
households and 50 Producer Groups.

Farmers using machines for farming
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Rekha Bhandari, a 32 year old woman farmer from Jajurali village, Bin
Block,Pithoragarh was able to grow crops in just to fulﬁll few of her
family needs 3 years back. Now she is able to earn Rs 40000 a year
from her ﬁelds. She lives in a joint family with in-laws, has two
children and her husband owns a small grocery store in the village.
They always faced fund crunch to meet out basic needs like
household expenses, school fees and social obligations. She says that
her 3 years old association with UGVS since 2015 has improved her
socio-economic condition. She is president of Gurung Ghati
Aajeevika Sahitya Sahakarita. An enthusiast farmer, she attended
various training programs and exposure visit about improving
agriculture productivity conducted by UGVS. From Farm Machinery
Bank Centers, she regularly use tools like bush cutter and Power
Weeder and Wheat Thresher in her farm. Over time she has learned
to operate these machines on her own with some initial hiccups. She
says that use of machines saves considerable amount of time and
has made farming easy for her. Seeing her operating the machines,
other women from the village also got inspired and now use these
tools.

Impact: After a year of implementation of the scheme with UGVS LCs,
the impact of the Farm Machinery Bank Initiative on the agriculture
can be envisaged as:
Enhanced Productivity: UGVS estimated that use of machines
resulted in 30-40% increase in harvest. Better quality tilling, sowing,
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watering etc increased land productivity leading to better
production of all type of crops
Reduced Cost of Cultivation: UGVS estimated that use of machines
resulted in 40-50% reduction in cost of cultivation. Machines from
the FMG Bank could be procured at reasonable rentals enabling
small and marginal farmers for use them, completely eradicating the
huge buying costs. Money spend on hiring manual labor charges was
reduced leading to considerable reduction in cost of cultivation.
Good Quality Harvest: Good quality seeds, mechanized agricultural
practices resulted in good quality produce.
Economically Affordable: Small farmers could not invest in
purchasing the modern tools. Renting of machines from FMG
Centers made it possible for small farmers to use them.
Increased Work Productivity: Farmers drudgery was reduced as
machines replaced many farm jobs formally carried out by manual
labour or by animals mainly oxen.
Reviving Farming: Farmers who had left farming because of high
inputs of physical and monetary needs started farming again. Use of
advanced machineries eased farming practices, resulting in
conversion barren ﬁelds to cultivated ones.
Shift f rom Subsistence Farming to Market Oriented Farming:
Increased harvest output, mechanization farming led farmers shift
from subsistence farming to market-Oriented farming. More farmers
started growing vegetables and spices which fetch them high
returns. This in future can have impact on rural youth who
increasingly seek employment in urban settings rather than in
villages.
Ease of Operation: Most of the machines are light weight, convenient
and so easy to operate that women farmers use them on their own
reducing the dependency on other men folk to a considerable
extent. It ensured higher outputs regardless of the age, gender or
physical well-being of the farmer.
Better Farming Practices: Mechanized farming promoted better
practices like reduced tillage and mixed cropping. Rotational and
mixed cropping practices reduced the soil degradation, risk of pest
etc.
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Increased Efﬁciency: Use of machines saved a considerable amount
of time and effort. Women farmers were happy using the machines
as it considerably reduces farming time giving them space to focus of
children or themselves.
Employment Generation: The functioning of FMG Centers created
employment opportunities for 2 local persons responsible for
repairing and maintenance of machines.
Improvement in Socio-economic Status of Farmers: Overall it
resulted in increasing farmers income and achieved food security
while improving people's livelihoods.
Freedom to Choose: FMG Centers worked well also because farmers
had the liberty to choose type of machines to be purchased. Need
based collective decision were taken by LC stakeholders to ﬁnalise
the list of equipments to be bought under the scheme.
Demand Expansion: Witnessing the beneﬁts of using machines in
agriculture by Livelihood Cooperatives associated with UGVS, more
farmers started demanding to setup FMG Centers for their LC.
Ripple Effect: In Uttarakhand, Farm Machinery Bank Centers are
proving to be a crucial input for agriculture crop production.
Mechanized farming is resulting in timely completion of more
farming tasks. Greater areas are being farmed to produce greater
quality of crops at the same time conserving natural resources. FMB
is also contributing to effective development of Hilans Supply Chain
as it is proving to have the potential to render post harvest and
marketing activities more efﬁcient and effective.

Challenges:
Limited Reach: Farmers whose ﬁelds are away from road ﬁnd it
difﬁcult to take these machines from FMB Centers to their ﬁeld
limiting its usage. Some women farmers in Almora and Pauri have
small ﬁelds away from road down on the mountain slopes. They are
ﬁnding it logistically unviable to carry these machines to their ﬁelds,
restricting them to reap beneﬁts of farm mechanization.
Petrol Diesel Logistics: Most of the machines run on either petrol or
diesel with an average 1hr/litre. Farmers have to fetch fuel from far off
petrol pumps and keep stock for use. Regular increase in price hike
psychologically dissuades small farmers to use these machines.
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Transportation Hassles: Some of the machines way 60-80 kgs
making it difﬁcult for farmers to carry them to their ﬁeld. Hiring of
transportation vehicle is additional cost of operation making it
difﬁcult for small farmers.
Maintenance Issues: Till one year repair and maintenance is under
warranty coverage. Since these machines are used by community, it
runs on its maximum capacity, in future regular repair and
maintenance would be an additional cost.
Limited Women Users: Women farmers are habitual of using
traditional tools. Their exposure and expertise to use mechanized
tools is limited. Most of the women still have to depend on their men
folk for running.
High Rental: The rentals of these machines are in the range of Rs. 500
- Rs. 600 per hour, to be unaffordable for small farms having
scattered ﬁelds.

Recommendations:
Ÿ Behavior Change training should be imparted to the farmers who

are unaware of modern farming equipment as 80% of the land is
abandoned in the hills.
Ÿ Exhibition of mechanized farm equipment should be held at all

Gram Sabhas.
Ÿ Farm Machinery Bank reduces physical drudgery which invites

migrated youth scared of hard labour in the hill farming. FMB
should be included in the Uttarakhand's development policy
document as major initiative to combat unemployment in the
state.
Ÿ In a phased manner scaling up strategy of FMB should be devised

for Uttarakhand in consultation with UGVS.
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INDIGENOUS INNOVATION TO
SECURE LIVELIHOODS
CHAIN LINK FENCING INITIATIVE
One of the many chronic challenges faced by the farmers involved
with Integrated Livelihood Support Programmed (ILSP) of
Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas Samiti (UGVS) was animal conﬂict in the
farm ﬁeld. International, national and local expertise failed to address
the problem. In the thirteenth year of operation UGVS took up a pilot
and discovered the Chain Linked Fence is an irrefutable solution to
keep the wild animals out of farm. Now the solution is adapted by
many farmers and crop yields are nearly getting doubled. Demand of
the fence has grown manifold and some farmers who have
abandoned there ﬁelds are returning.
Villagers in Chamba district said, "we were least interested in farming
as wild animals destroyed our hard work. Whatever little we sow was
destroyed by wild boars, porcupines or monkeys." One of the villager
said that' We had no option but to leave our village and migrate to
cities in search of work so that we can feed our families. But our
situation took a U-turn since we have started using FENCE provided
by ILSP-UGVS to protect our ﬁelds from wild animals. "

Wild Boars Destroying Corn Crop in a Farm
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Uttarakhand is subject to many harsh realities for its inhabitants who
struggle on a daily basis to meet their ends. Its farmers have always
been exposed to various external risks like weather dependence,
market prices, inputs availability etc. Another potent risk for farming
is damage to crops by stray or wild animals like Wild Boar, Beer, Deer,
Porcupine, Saul, Wild Rabbit and Monkeys etc. These animals cause
signiﬁcant loss either by simply feeding on crop, running over the
ﬁeld, trampling over the crops or tilling the soil and thus provoking
additional ﬁnancial problems.
Dealing with the man-animal conﬂict situation becomes even more
difﬁcult as most of these animals are protected by the law, making it
illegal to kill them. As a result of crop destruction by wild animals,
farmers had gradually lost interest in farming and are quitting
agriculture.
In Uttarakhand most of the farming activities are carried out by
women making it even more difﬁcult to guard the ﬁelds. On top of
that ﬁnancial insecurities makes it even difﬁcult for the farmers to
tackle the problem. With an average household of four to six
members surviving on an monthly income of a meager Rs 5,000 to
6,000, farmers have no means to ﬁght to these intruders.
Destruction Statistics A survey conducted by Akhil Bhartiya Kisan
Mahasabha in 2016-17 showed that only 20% of agricultural land in
the hills is being cultivated while the remaining 80% is either lying
barren or is sold for commercial purpose to outsiders.
The Census data from 11 hill districts showed the maximum number
of 36,401 farmers migrated from Almora, 35,654 from Pauri, 33,689
from Tehri, 22,936 from Pithoragarh, 18,536 from Chamoli, 15,075
from Nainital, 11710 from Uttarkashi, 11,281 from Champawat, 10970
from Rudraprayag, and 10,073 from Bageshwar. The ﬁgures will be
more gruesome if collected on a year on year basis.
According to the 2011 Census data, as many as 2,26,949 farmers left
farming and migrated from their birth places. Migrated farmers were
reduced to manual labourers in various cities for survival of their
families. Women of these migrated men were left behind in villages
to manage household work, animal husbandry and agriculture
needs.
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Historical Overview: The farmers since decades have been either
manually guarding the ﬁelds or using tricks and methods like use of
scare crow, crackers, ﬁre to keep the wild animals away from their
ﬁelds. Some also used dry fallen trees to make boundaries around
the farm. These methods resulted only in restricted protection of
crops due to human limitations of functioning in difﬁcult terrain,
inclement weather and night hours.
ILSP's (Integrated Livelihood Support Project) association with the
farmers has been long, directly working at the village level it has
closely seen the situation of the farmers worsening due to mananimal conﬂict in the state. The long partnership of ILSP with the
farmers proved that it was not a touch and go kind of an organisation.
It has stayed for long, has helped, guided farmers in various activities,
over the years it has build reputation and trust amongst its
beneﬁciaries.
ILSP is implemented by Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas Samiti (UGVS) in
association with Government of Uttarakhand and International Fund
for Agricultural Development (IFAD) with a goal to enable rural
households to take up sustainable livelihood opportunities
integrated with the wider economy. It is being implemented in 41
Blocks and 11 hill Districts of the state.
To end the menace of wild animals ILSP sought suggestions from
various Universities / Research Institutions in the hills. The advices
received were use of shinning tapes like video tapes or audio tapes,
beating of bell, use of animal excreta, use of forate insecticide
granule, electric fencing, keeping Honey Bees etc. After research and
exploring practicable viabilities, these methods appeared to be
either practically inviable, ineffective or too costly.
Indigenous Solution while number of alternatives were practiced by
farmers to protect the crops from damage by wild animals, none
assured over 80% success in crop protection. A simple technique of
fencing called Chain Link Fence1 was seen as ultimate solution. ILSP
came across a pilot done by its Watershed Management
Development team in a small farm land in Uttarakhand. Seeing its
success in April 2017, UGVS proposed to use this Fencing technique
as a solution to curb man-animal conﬂict in its projection areas.
1

The fence used are made of metal wires woven together to form a physical barrier. These fences are effective, long
lasting and require relatively little maintenance. (add speciﬁcation from slide). Speciﬁcation - 3"*3" GI Wire, Dia 3.15
mm, Height 1.5 meter, 1170 running meter (3 ha)
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Farm Protected from Wild Animal
through Chain Link Fence

Pilot Chain Link Fencing as a solution to save the crops from wild
animals was discussed with farmers associated with ILSP Livelihood
Cooperatives. It was assessed that the average land holding per
Livelihood Collectives was 40-45 Ha out of which 30-35 Ha was
exploited by wild animals. It was decided to pilot the project initially
in 7.5 Ha which was about one third of the total affected.
Under the Chain Link Fence Pilot, 85% cost i.e, the cost of fence was
provided by UGVS. The remaining 15% i.e, cost of installation was
beneﬁciaries contribution. The fence would be stored at each
Livelihood Collective Center from where the interest member can
rent out the required bundle of fence.
The rent rate was decided by the LC stakeholders unanimously. On
an average the rent is Rs 100 to Rs 1000 per running meter based on
area or duration. LCs also rent out the fences to non-member farmers
for 20% extra rental cost.
UGVS procured 2340.00 running meter with 1.5 meter height of fence
per Livelihood Collective. From April 2017 till September 2018, Chain
Link Fence method has been used by 131 Livelihood Collectives
reaching an average of 500 households. A total of 786Ha area has
been covered using the fence.
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Farmers being sensitized about
usage of Chain Link Fencing

Files to Field stories:
Ÿ Rekha Devi lives with her husband, two children and old in-laws in

Jujrali village, Pithoragarh. She is relieved after having fenced her
farmland. Earlier they had to guard the ﬁelds at night, light ﬁre to
scare away the Wild Boar with limited success. They could not
afford fencing. Chain link fence has successfully kept the wild
animal at bay. Now she and her family are able to sleep peacefully
at night. This season she harvested twice the amount of cabbage.
Ÿ Mazhaarchola is a small village of 6 families surrounded by Pine

and Oak forest in Garud, Bageshwar. The village is 1km away from
the road. In the village New Jyoti Utpadak Samoh has been
growing vegetables since year 2015. Often their crops were
destroyed by wild animals. Bhopal Singh, president of the group
reiterates that they used to suffer loss of around Rs 90000 every
season because of wild animal invasion. When they heard about
the Chain Link Fence initiative, they contacted ILSP representative
and got their farm fenced. The group spend Rs 12000 in renting
1170 running meter fence and procuring 330 pillar. Earlier they had
to be awake at night, at times shout, beat drums or lit ﬁre using
wood to keep the wild animals away. Now they are relaxed and
hopeful. They have gathered courage to start growing off-season
vegetables.

A Farmer in a Fenced Vegetable Farm
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Advantages of Chain Link Fencing:
Crop Safety: The fence provided a physical barrier to control the
sabotage of ﬁeld from wild animals. It kept wild animals away from
entering the ﬁelds and damaging the crops. It also controlled the
movement of domestic animals in and around the ﬁelds thus saving
crops from grazing.
Human-Animal Safety: The fence does not have electric current it
does not physically harm the humans or animals.
Animal Safety: As the fence is like a closely spaced woven wire, it has a
lower risk of animals getting entrapped or injured.
Easy to install: The installation process is simple with use of wooden
pillars.
Long Life: The fence can last upto atleast 10 years as it is made of good
quality components and materials
Assurance of Protection: It assured over 80% protection from wild
animals.

Farmer Relishing Good Cabbage
Production in a Fenced Field
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Outcome of the Pilot:
Productivity Enhancement: It was observed by ILSP team that in the
crop production increased in the ﬁelds which were protected by
fences. An average income from farm produce rose upto Rs. 1.25 to
Rs. 0.65 Lakh from 10-20 Nalis of farm land, nearly doubling the
income.
Re-cultivation of Cash crops: Farmers started cultivating cash crops
as they could believe in the safety provided by using fences.
Time Saver: The farmers were not required to manually guard the
ﬁelds at day and during nights, thus resulting in saving their times.
Reduction in Women Drudgery: Women farmers could utilise their
time in other household activities not worrying about the crop.
Recreating Interest in Farming: Enhanced production and respite
from destruction from wild animals recreated the interest in farming
among locals.
Increased farming: Good cultivation, better proﬁts, increase
household income resulted in more farmers restoring to farming
activities.
Crop Diversiﬁcation: Good harvest, good results from fencing
resulted in building the trust and boosted farmers morale. Farmers
started diversifying in crops.
Increased Demand: Seeing the beneﬁts from fencing the farms,
more farmers are demanding Fence from federation.
Increase in Livelihood Collective’s Corpus: Rentals earned from
letting the fence resulted in increase in LC corpus. It is estimated that
the project would re payback the initial input cost in three years time.

Farmers working in Chain Link Fenced Farm
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Recommendations:
Witnessing the success of securing farm and crop from wild animals
ILSP propose following recommendations:
i)

State Government or Central Government may form a committee
to study the feasibility of Chain Link Fencing in the States across
India for crop protection. Based on the results replicate it in entire
state.

ii) Chain Link Fence method should be provided by the government
to all the farmer facing man-animal conﬂict at a subsidized rates.
iii) Chain Link Fence method should be included as an important
tool in State’s Farm Machinery Bank Initiative.
iv) An advertisement campaign should be carried out which informs
distressed farmers that there lies a solution for the chronic
problem of man-animal conﬂict situation.
v) Government must plan to identify and incentivize the migrated
youth impacted due to man-animal conﬂict and encourage them
to return, using chain link fencing in their farm land.

Paddy Field Beautifully Secured
with Chain Link Fencing
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CO-OPERATIVE TO
CORPORATION
- A SUCCESS STORY
FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN INITIATIVE
The journey of Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas Samiti (UGVS) with
farmers has developed step by step, every challenge in the corner has
led to a sort of innovation. Hilans has emerged as the marketing
window for farmers to ameliorate the distress caused to them due to
wastage of excess produce. Surplus harvest needs to be incentivize, if
not now when the system will be in place, the sojourn has begin and
deﬁnitely the one who grows efﬁciently will be able to earn better
proﬁts.

LC Women Members in Hilans Outlet

From the year 2013 onwards, Hilans operation has generated a total
turnover of Rs 41.69 Crores. Seventy Livelihood Collectives were able
to generate this. A state where farmers left their land barren in lieu of
incurring losses, successful supply chain linkages under the
guidance of UGVS led to the procurement of Uttarakhand’s local
produce by brands like Emami, Organic India, Mother Dairy, Pahari
Products, SOS Organics Trade India etc.
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Table below mentions the Livelihood Collectives Business Turnover through Food
Supply Chain
70 Federations Cumulative (Sep 2013 Onwards) Turnover

Rs 41.69Cr

No. of Federation Business Turnover > Rs 2 Cr

3

No. of Federations Business Turnover between Rs 1Cr to 2Cr

6

No. of Federations Business Turnover between Rs 50 lakhs to Rs 1Cr

32

No. of Federations Business Turnover < Rs 50 lakhs
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In 2017 an umbrella Brand HILANS was registered for the produce of
farmers associated with Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas Samiti (UGVS).
Now all UGVS federations in the entire state of Uttarakhand are
selling their products under the same brand name having a
registered FSSAI number. Local produce like Manduwa, Red Rice,
Coriander, Turmeric, Yellow Chilly etc which either were wasted or
sold at meager prices are now being sold not only in metro cities but
at Amazon with decent pricing.
Mandawa biscuits made by Women members of Monal Ghati in
Bageshwar are high in demand. On 29th April 2018, Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi in 43rd Episode of Mann ki Baat a radio
programme appreciated these biscuits made of manduwa ﬂour by
Women member of Livelihood Collectives(LC) of UGVS.

Prime Minister of India Praising Hilans Mandawa
Biscuit in a radio programme Mann ki Baat

Until little less than a decade back, subsistence farming was
practiced where farmers grew rain-fed traditional crops rice, wheat
or millet for their own needs. Surplus was sold to middlemen at throw
away prices These practices underwent a rapid change from the year
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2013 to 2018, with UGVS new initiative of Food Supply Chain
establishment towards strengthening of cooperative farming and
marketing.
The report below aims to unfold the ways in which UGVS efforts led to
the above achievement from the beginning.........................
Uttarakhand is primarily a mountainous state with only about
twenty percent of its total geographical area in the plains. While
commercial agriculture is practiced in the plains, the hill farmers
mainly practice subsistence farming. More than seventy ﬁve percent
of the population depends on agriculture for their livelihood. The
average size of holding in the state is around 0.98 hectare.
Another feature typical of hill farming is the small and scattered land
holdings. Majority of farmers practice rain-fed farming bereft of
irrigation. Major crops grown are rice, wheat, maize, soybean, pulses
and oilseeds. Major fruits grown are mango, litchi, guava, apricot,
kiwi while major vegetables grown are potato, tomato, green pea,
cauliﬂower, spinach and capsicum. Rain fed crops are Amaranth,
Millet (Manduwa), Jhangora, local varieties of rice and wheat.
Farmers who are mainly women face many challenges, of both
technical and economic nature. The sparse and scattered population
prevented the development of market-based institutions in far off
regions, which needed a minimum scale in order to operate.
The structural problems
made these areas
completely unsuitable for
large scale, mechanized,
input-intensive modern
agricul ture. Even small
scale, localized cash crops
were not remunerative
because transportation and
t r a n s a c t i o n c o s t s a r e Women Farmers of Utttarakhand
prohibitively high for a
small farmer. Moreover, the cash crops requires higher levels of
investment but the overall backwardness of these places prevented
the development of ﬁnancial institutions that may provide credit to
these farmers. In dearth of market for crop consumption either the
crop used to waste or perish, was not even left suitable for animal
consumption.
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The cultivable land was mostly used for low income subsistence
agriculture. Due to the non-availability of remunerative employment
opportunities in the region, the men-folk would either join the army
or migrate in large numbers from the mountain areas to the cities
and towns all over the country in search of employment. Their
families are left behind and are dependent on the remittances.
Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas Samiti (UGVS) had been working in the
nine hill districts of Uttarakhand since over a decade. It has formed
federations of farmers, grants to setup corpus per Livelihood
Collectives(LC) which is time and again used by the farmers for
various farming needs.
Witnessing closely the challenges faced by the hilly farmers, UGVS
along with various grassroots level NGOs, envisaged to develop
effective, farmers friendly and hill compatible supply chains to
economically beneﬁt the farmers. The aim was to establish supply
chains which would serve many functions like link producers,
processors, marketers and distributors. It would allow buyers and
sellers who are separated by time and space to progressively add and
accumulate value as products pass form one member of the chain to
the next.
The Food Supply chain initiative was started with following main
objectives:
Ÿ products move from producers to consumers;
Ÿ payments, credit and working capital move from consumers to

producers;
Ÿ technology and advanced techniques are disseminated among

producers, packagers and processors;
Ÿ information on current customer demand and on retail level

product preferences pass back from retailers to producers.
Ÿ to ensure the involvement of small farmers and other producers in

these demand sourcing networks as well as the institutional
initiatives that help them to meet the stringent food safety and
quality regulations.
UGVS along with various NGOs initiated two main types of Agri-food
supply chains. One being the Agri-food chains for fresh agricultural
products like fruits and vegetables. The other being the Agri-food
chains for processed food products like ﬂour, spices, biscuits,
polished rice, juices, pickles etc.
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UGVS sensitized LC farmer members about the importance of supply
chain, value of the farm produce and advantages of direct marketing.
UGVS’s long association with farmers and its work at grassroots
helped gaining the trust of farmers and the story of selling vernacular
produce to establishment of an Umbrella Brand, HILANS gained
momentum.
Pre-Production Initiatives: UGVS formed village level groups of
farmers who were actively involved in supply chain initiatives in 37
Block of 9 Districts. The groups were categorized as:
Ÿ Producer groups - these were farmers owing farm lands
Ÿ Vulnerable Producer Groups - members of these groups were
landless farmers
Ÿ Self Help Groups - mixed type of farmers doing monthly savings

These groups joined together to form Livelihood Collectives at
District Level, on an average each LC has around 500 members.

Farmers Learned Seed Sowing Technique
for Better Production in Village Jujurali, Pithoragarh

Various capacity building exercises were conducted to enhance
productivity of farming and farmers. Farmers were trained on ways
to increase productivity, soil and water conservation methodologies,
better quality seeds, linked with various subsidy scheme of
government for agricultural productivity enhancement.
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The table below illustrates the targets and achievement of the number farmers
associated in the initiative till 2018:
9 Districts and 37 Blocks
S.No

Particulars

1

Producer Groups

2

Livelihood Collectives

3

HH Covered in PGs

4

Self Help Groups

5

Federations

Target

Achievement

7300

8087

130

131

73000

73017

3607

3607

72

72

Farmers were linked with various innovative projects of the
government departments, boards and other agencies. Like 161 LCs
beneﬁted from state governments Farm Machinery Bank Initiative.
Fencing initiative helped reduce man-animal conﬂict. Farmers were
linked with rural ﬁnance schemes and small grant projects.
Post Harvest Initiatives: Generally, a signiﬁcant proportion of post
harvest crop losses occur due to decay, physical shocks, pests and
diseases. These challenges were addressed with development of
proper storage infrastructure and efﬁcient crop protection practices
mentioned below :

Women of Mathuro Village
collecting Potato at Village Level
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Ÿ To facilitate the post harvest management various collection

centres, outlets, haat bazaar were operationalized with UGVS
guidance.
Ÿ Small Collection centres were established which served as

aggregation point at village level. By September 2018, 359 small
collection centers are functional and 167 more are under
construction. The total target is establishment of 600 such
centres.
Ÿ Collection Centres began functioning as an aggregation point for

farmers produce sorting, grading and packaging. It also serves as
business identity and Agri-business centers. The target was
establishment of 130 enters, currently 43 are functional and 87 are
under construction. These centers consists of 2 rooms, toilet,
gallery and outlet. Collective marketing initiatives by LCs are
planned at these centres.

Small Collection Centre, Almora

Ÿ Kisan Outlet or retail stores named Uttarahaat were opened. At

present 111 outlets at cluster level, 10 outlets at District level and 1
outlet at State level are functional. Farmers products are sold here.
Ÿ Weekly Haat Bazaars or open air markets provide a marketplace

for local communities. Village level groups participate regularly in
13 Haat Bazaar serving as a trading venue for local people in
villages.
Ÿ Seven Nano packaging units have been established in project

sites. It enables light weight, stronger packaging, which protect
food quality during transportation, prolongs fruits and vegetable
freshness during storage.
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Collection Centre, Chamoli

Ÿ Eight cold storage rooms are in the process of establishment to

restore freshness of perishable fruits and vegetables.
Ÿ Pick-up Van - Federations are in the process of acquiring pick up

vans to pick up raw material and deliver ﬁnished products at
nominal cost as per their own convenience.

Women Farmers Selling Vegetables
and Fruits in Weekly Haat Bazaar
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Additionally processing units were also setup close to the farms to
increase the shelf life of perishable food materials. These units also
helped in reducing transportation and logistics expenses.
The table below lists various other enterprises or units established :
S.No.

Particulars

No.

Place

1

Multiprocessing Unit

1

Almora

2

Masala Unit

3

Pithoragarh, Almora, Uttarkashi

3

Biscuit Unit

1

Bageshwara

4

Chik-Chop Shop (Poultry)

1

Pithoragarh

5

Agriculture Tool Manufacturing Unit

1

Rudraprayag

6

Milk Parlor/Milk Bar

2

Uttarkashi, Bageshwar

7

Processing Unit
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Almora, Bageshwar, Chamoli,

(Flour Mill, Pickle, Juice etc)
8

Home Stay

Tehri
11

Uttarkashi

Farmers who were practicing only traditional farming for self or had
left their ﬁelds barren because of negligible income, have now
started earning decent proﬁts from above efforts. For instance in the
ﬁnancial year 2018-2019 till August 2018, a turnover of Rs 5.94 Cr was
generated, earning net proﬁt of Rs 19,50,043.

Women Farmers with Bumper Tomato Harvest

Deepa Saun who was struggling to met her families daily needs by
selling milk, is now she saves Rs 30000 to Rs 35000 annually after all
expenses. She is member of Chonu Baba Sahahita Shakarita,
resident of village Kuseri, Munakot Block, Pithoragarh. She used to
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do traditional farming only with meager harvest which was just
sufﬁcient for her families consumption. She was ﬁnding it hard to
sustain her family of 6. Her life started changing three years ago
when she became a member of a LC under the ILSP programme of
UGVS. She was trained to enhance farming production, was given
good quality seeds and was guided to grow vegetables. With
technological support now she is able to make Rs 50000 just buy
selling Cabbage and Tomato in her 5 small farms. With direct market
linkages she is getting better rates for her produce. She hopes that
UGVS opens more outlets so that she doesn’t have to face days when
she is forced to sell tomatoes to local vendors for avoiding damage.
Seeing the proﬁts she has started cultivation on left over barren
neighboring farms of people who have migrated. She has started
growing pulses, spices, millets. She hopes that one day market for
HILAN would grow manifolds that all her produce will be sold under
the brand Hilans

Hilans Outlet – Uttarahaat in Dehradun

Few milestones achieved in Supply Chain Linkages at post harvest
level:
Branding: The products were liked by the customers, people were
buying it and more demands were placed. To get the product in front
of prospective customers in bigger cities and later in International
markets, branding was a vital component. UGVS developed an
Umbrella Brand named HILANS for all the products, it was registered
and FSSAI number was obtained.
Standardized Packaging: A clean, attractive and succinct packaging
was designed and developed displaying vital information about the
product.
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Establishment of Sorting, Grading and Packaging Unit: In this unit
inspection, assessment and sorting of various foods is done
regarding quality, freshness and market value. Grading is done by
hands, in which foods are assessed and sorted.
E-Marketing: In today’s technological era, a lot of customers depend
on their smartphone’s in purchasing products and services. Emarketing through the internet is an important way to build strong
relationships with potential customers. It also expands the reach to
global market. In a bid to gain proﬁts from E- Marketing, UGVS is
working towards selling Hilans products on Amazon and through
their Facebook page.
World Food Day: Hilans products were displayed at United Nations
ofﬁce in New Delhi on World Food Day held on 4th October 2018. An
appreciation certiﬁcate was given to Hilans.
Recipe book: A recipe book containing delicious recipes of local
pulses, grains and spices has been published.

Processed Hilans Pickles and Squash
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Corporate partnerships:
Ÿ Emami purchased Kutki from a federation Roopkund SRC, Ghaat,
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

Chamoli
Organic India procured organic millets and traditional crops
Mother dairy purchased fruit and vegetables from Pragati SRC,
Motiapatthar in Almora
Pahari products.com Delhi has given orders for packed rice and
pulses
AMPC Mandi Haldwani procured potato from a federation in
Chamoli
SOS Organic Ltd procured traditional crops like Amaranths, Finger
Millet, Barnyard millet, Red Rice, Rajma, Soyabean, Gahat, and
Nettle grass from federations in Almora.
Crop Connect is interested in buying
Trade India is interested in buying

Women members making Pickles

Success Factors:
Inclusive Planning: Linking primary producers with modern food
supermarkets is a way to improve rural livelihoods, especially for
small producers. It was ensured by UGVS that the process of
establishing linkages between markets or corporate and primary
producers was not exclusionary in nature and becomes a
advantageous situation for the participants in the value chain.
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Timely Performance and Deliverables: To derive maximum beneﬁt
and apportion risk amongst beneﬁciaries, the timely performance of
production and delivery commitments were assured.
Food Safety and Quality regulation: Special trainings, regular
monitoring and checks were made to maintain quality.
Market linkages: Produce was supplied to large retail chain operators
through market tie-ups and domestic customers through retails
outlets in local and urban areas.
Umbrella Branding: Branding lead to high customer satisfaction and
conﬁdence in the purchase.
Changing Demands of Urban Population: Changing consumer
preferences and eating habits, bend towards consuming organic
and traditional food this provided opportunities for creating added
value. Recently there has been a shift in Indian diet featuring a move
away from inferior goods to superior goods. The increased demand
for fruits and vegetables due to the diet changes of urban population
offered more market linkages for hilly produce most of which is
organic naturally.
Apex Institution: UGVS is working towards setting up an Apex
Institutions for strengthening its existing enterprise. This institution
would anchor all services from pre-production inputs, post harvest
management and creation of effective market linkages.

Marketing Outlet at Uttarkashi
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Recommendations:
Efﬁcient Social Media Strategy: Social media will play a great role in
marketing Hilans products. Though efforts have been made to
develop Facebook pages namely Hilans and Hilans Bageshwar but it
require a lot of professional handling to reach out to more large
consumer base.
Marketing Team: A dedicated and competent marketing team need
to be formed to form a strong interface between the unexplored
consumer presence in national and international market.
Branding Campaign: Hilans should be established as a compelling
brand attracting a broad base of consumers.
Expansion in retailing: Hilans should form tie-ups with wide range of
stores with national and international outreach.
Innovative Food Strategies: Diversiﬁed processed food range in
sweet and snack should be developed under Hilans.
Innovative local foods along with prevalent market needs should be
considered in the development of new product.
Excess fruit production should be processed or sold in the dried fruit
market which is high in demand in urban and international markets.
Processed food such as tomato puree and its other variants required
in the Italian culinary markets should be explored.
Himalayan Ghee which is high in demand due to its medicinal
properties should be promoted with other dairy products which are
regularly consumed in domestic food market.
Japan has developed a baby food out of Manduwa for its high
nutrient content. Such collaboration will be of high value for Hilans as
the nutrient quality of Uttarakhand millet is quite high and is
preferred over its other counterparts.
Rainfed millet of Uttarakhand have high protein content and is
organic in nature. This could be high value food for the physically
conscious body building industry.
Spring water and medicinal plants are available in plenty in hills and
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is present at the center of fruit belt, a product such as Herbal Wine
will derive good proﬁt similar to the initiatives in Himachal Pradesh.
Processed meat and poultry products should be carefully designed
to become a staple product.
Hilans should be envisaged to fulﬁll the daily need of an average
Uttarakhand household grocery needs for the short term and the
learning f rom it could help pitch the brand at national and
international level.

Mobile Kiosks for Uttarahaat
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HOLY FOOD UPGRADING
LIVELIHOODS
PRASADAM INITIATIVE
Improving livelihood of the marginal people of Uttarakhand has
been the goal of Uttarakhand Gram Vikas Samiti (UGVS). One such
challenging activity knocked on the door of UGVS was preparation of
Prasadam (Holy Food) for the popular shrine of Kedarnath.
Systematic planning and implementation led the Prasadam
programme to be one its most successful initiatives. It is a women
oriented programme having a potential to scale up on an
exponential level. The impressive outcome of the programme was
844 women were able to make 42731 Prasadam packets creating a
turnover of Rs. 16,26,040 for their Livelihood Collectives (LC) within
two months working part time.

Prasadam Ringaal Bag

An abode of around 625 shrines, Uttarakhand is visited by large
number of pilgrims annually, especially during the Char Dham
season. Millions of pilgrims visit the Char Dham - Kedarnath,
Badrinath, Gangotri and Yamnotri. Now with helicopter facilities the
pilgrim numbers have risen even more in consecutive years. The
numbers will further swell subsequent to the construction of all
weather roads and is expected to touch 67 million by 2026.
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Prasadam, a holy food offering of traditional value is treasured to be
offered by all devotees in the temples. Small amount of Prasadam is
consumed by the devotees in the temple premises itself and the
remaining is taken back home as a sign of good luck for self and for
distribution among friends and relatives. This illustrates the huge
demand for Prasadam which is a hidden industry of millions of
rupees, especially for Uttarakhand which is globally popular for its
Char Dham and numerous other shrines. A popular saying in
Uttarakhand says "water and youth of the mountains could never be
of any use to the mountains," similarly the beneﬁts accrued from
Prasadam sales were not of any use for its people.
UGVS supported by International Fund for Agriculture Development
and Government of Uttarakhand was approached by district
administration of Rudraprayag in March 2018 to prepare a traditional
Prasadam product on a short notice. The time of the year coincided
with farming work in the hills for UGVS federation members. UGVS
took up the challenge in a systematic way trained it's federation
members and were able to make 3,41,848 pieces of Prasadam from
Uttarakhand's traditional recipe.

LC Members Packing Prasadam Packets
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Anita Devi, the president of Udacha Doongi Livelihood Collective
mentioned a feeling of disconnection towards Char dham yatra prior
to the Prasadam initiative, now the spiritual tourism has added new
meaning and purpose to her understanding. She is a master trainer
for making traditional Prasadam and is ﬁlled with pride that her
product travels across India, supplementing Rs. 5000-6000 to her
family income based at her home. This is a considerable support to
someone with no income, a mother of two and whose husband is
involved in a miss timed job of a driver, earns the same amount with
great difﬁculty.
Every year around two millions pilgrims ﬂock to Uttarkhand just to
visit the Char Dham shrines and millions other visits the holy city of
Haridwar and Rishikesh. Leisure tourists adding to the numbers
often end up visiting the local shrines taking up the counting to 225
lakhs (2015). The promise of this project lies in the possibility to earn
livelihood by local people participating in preparing holy Prasadam
at this magnitude, making it one of the biggest livelihood project in
the world of this nature.
Historical Perspective Historically pilgrims across India from ancient
times used to travel to the Himalayan shrines after getting their
families to conduct their last rites, the possibility of return from such
a tough voyage was minuscule. There was no culture of taking any
temple offering 'Prasadam' back from the Char Dham shrines, this
was unfounded in comparison to the shrines of non-Himalayan
regions.
Few decades back very few pilgrims used to reach Char dham
shrines because of limited traveling resources, lack of infrastructure
and limited motor vehicle services. Uttarakhand's culture was
indigenous, local people used to offer free food and residence to
pilgrims, and sometimes offered them valedictory money offering
called "Dakshina". The Dakshina was offered to seek blessings from
the pilgrims who were going to pray at the holy shrines and get
consecration.
Agriculture was prominent, migration was negligible. With the
advancement of technology and infrastructure development like
roads, advancement in motor vehicles, the spiritual tourism rose
exponentially and it's meaning for the inhabitants of Uttarakhand
have changed dramatically. Not many of the their elders in the past
had fathomed that it would become a major source of income in the
future. Tourism contributes 40% to the total revenue of Uttarakhand
government.
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It is hard to investigate what historically has been offered and
prescribed in the scriptures as Prasadam but whatever had been
offered was symbolic. In the past decade it is noted just one piece of
Mishri (crystal sugar) was offered as Prasadam during darshanam
(view) at Badrinath's sanctum sanctorum, slowly traders from plain
started getting variants of Mishri with Cardamom as it can be
procured for much less rate and is sold for higher proﬁts.
The participation of other inhabitants in the tourism activities such
as travel and hotel industry owners are from the higher income
group and seldom not from Uttarakhand. The inhabitants from the
lower income group who are able to participate in tourism activities
have to migrate from their village to participate in doing low income
petty jobs which are seasonal in nature. Prasadam project gave a
chance to the lower income group inhabitants to get involved in a
pious activity from their home itself, instilling sense of pride and
conﬁdence in them.
Prasadam Equation In the past numerous efforts of the government
for livelihood generation has gone in vain due to absence of a very
direct case of demand and supply like the Prasadam Initiative.
Understanding the huge amount of Prasadam consumption to
enhance the livelihood activities of the local people and improve
their socio-economic status, the erstwhile and the present Chief
Minister of Uttarakhand proposed that the Prasadam should be
made of local products by local people.
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Cholai or Amaranthus is a
local rain fed grain which
grows in ample amount in
these hilly areas. It has
high nutritional value
being rich source of
protein. Traditionally
these grains are roasted
and popped then mixed
Cholai (Amaranth) Plant
with Jaggery to make a
sweet called Cholai laddu
having high shelf life. Amaranth can be stored easily. the production
can be high enough to cater to the demand of entire pilgrim tourists
visiting Uttarakhand.
Women Centric Enterprise Women of Uttarakhand are known to be
its backbone, their role was instrumental in the struggle to form the
new state. They contribute substantially in farming, raising livestock,
bringing fodder, fetching drinking water and managing the
household work. They carry the burden of family and work on their
shoulders. Rural Uttarakhand's ﬁgures estimates women's
contribution of upto 90% in agriculture and animal care. The
participation rate of women in the economy of the state is much
higher than several states and spike's way above the national
average. The state statistics shows that the average household
income in hilly regions is just 5000 per month which makes it difﬁcult
to sustain even the bare minimum.

Women Group
making Prasadam of Cholai

The district administration of
Rudraprayag introduced Cholai
Laddu as Prasadam in Kedarnath
Dham and launched a pilot in the
year 2018, this promoted local
produce for livelihood
enhancement of rural women.
The pilgrims were offered
Prasadam which would be made
locally by women SHGs. It was
estimated that women SHGs
would earn around Rs 80 crores if
the Prasadam is sold at a
reasonable rate of Rs 100 per
packet with this the Prasadam
initiative.
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The Intervention This pilot intervention was implemented in
Kedarnath temple in the year 2018 with the hope to emulate the
same across all 625 pilgrimages with the help of women SHGs. UGVS
has been working in the area on Livelihood enhancement activities
with the government, it was selected by the District administration
to carry out the pilot with the assurance to provide all possible help
such as ensuring space to sell, proper training to all participants as
well as use of local farm ingredients.
Earlier the vendors or Mandir Samitis (temple committees) sell
Prasadam in Mandir premises. Prasadam was mainly made of
Cardamom and Sugar locally called Elaichi Dana. It was sold at Rs 51
with some ﬂowers and bhasm (holy ash), whose procurement cost is
just Rs 10. In the year 2018 Kedarnath alone hosted more than seven
lakhs foot falls. Spiritual
tourism is on a rise on yearly
basis. Economics of Prasadam
is quite remunerative
considering a packet of Laddu
is sold for Rs 100 for instance, it
would amount to Rs 7 crore on
a n a v e r a g e o n l y f r o m Pilgrims at Kedarnath
Kedarnath.
Temple in the year 2018
Teething Troubles Looking at the successful track record of UGVS,
the district administration was favoring UGVS to carry out the entire
pilot project but it faced pressure f rom other prominent
stakeholder's organisations, especially the Badri Kedar Mandir
Parishad. The Elaichi dana Prasadam had been sold by vendors for
past many years, the new intervention was treated like a threat to
their business. The entire Vyapar Parishad was not in support of the
new scheme.
The prevailing trend carried huge proﬁt margins, they were not
supportive to introduce locally made Cholai laddu, this would also
cut down the proﬁts earned. Elachai dana normally sold as Prasadam
would cost Rs 10 as compared to the selling amount of Rs 51
straightaway making a proﬁt of Rs 40 per Prasadam packet sold.
Another challenge given to the UGVS by the Badri Kedar Mandir
Parishad, it decided by the that the Cholai Laddu Prasadam would
sold in a handmade bag or Ringaal (Bamboo variety) Tokri with
bhasm, Panjiri, Honey, Dhoop, Belpatra, Holy Kund Jal, ﬂower and
small Kedarnath God symbol. The handmade bag was made of jute,
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silk or paper. It was priced at Rs 400/ bag. The breakup of costing is as
mentioned below, this created a wide gap of Rs 350 in two types of
Prasadam sold in the temple premises.
Overcoming the Conﬂict The district administration being
demotivated by prevailing vendors that if only Cholai laddu would be
sold made by women groups they would not be able to meet the
demands of pilgrims which may lead to stampede or chaos. It was
decided along with Cholai laddu, prevailing Elaichi dana was also
sold as Prasadam. This led to a wide price disparity for the buyer. The
Elachi dana was sold at Rs 51 whereas the Cholai laddu packet was
sold for Rs 400. Naturally any pilgrims will prefer buying cheaper
packets.
UGVS systematically took up the challenge and responsibility and
started sensitizing it women federations and SHGs, in January 2018,
UGVS started imparting training to make good quality hygenic laddu
to its women members. By March 2018, UGVS gave training to 231
women in Augustmuni and Jakholi Block.
Change is always difﬁcult to be accepted by the people who are
directly involved in a proﬁtable enterprise. Inspite of such price
disparity the new Prasadam was well received and relished by the
pilgrims, after all they had something new and interesting to offer
back home, UGVS for the next year is gearing up to move forward
with a competitively priced product with extensive planning.
Winning Runs Amidst the peak of farming season 844 women
spared one to two hours daily for about two months in April and May
2018. They were able to make 42731 packets each having 8 laddu
creating a turnover of Rs 16,26,040 for their Livelihood Collectives
(LC).

Prasadam Bag being sold at Kedarnath Temple
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Cholai the main ingredients of the Prasadam was obtained from LC's
members. Women had surplus income by selling the Amaranth
seeds for the preparation of Prasadam. A total of 9500 kg of raw
Amaranth was procured from 767 LCs at the rate of Rs 40 per kg,
costing Rs 3,95,000 which was borrowed from the federation corpus
and later reimbursed.
Incense sticks worth Rs 3,26,316 made by 55 women in 27193
Prasadam packets, creating an average income of Rs 5935 for each
women.

Women Groups making Incense

During auspicious nine days of Godess worship in October this year
at the famous Ma Surkunda shrine, 22 women of Chamba for the ﬁrst
time made Cholai laddu as the offering to the temple. Local vendors
and the temple committee was taken into conﬁdence, they offered
support to the women and bought the Prasadam for Rs 35-40 and
sold the packet of 5 laddu for Rs 51 per packet.
The Verdict It is for the Government to decide on what basis
historical, economical or social, upscaling of the Prasadam initiative
has to be conducted in the coming times. Does people in the
marginal income groups whose ancestors have played a vital role in
keeping the Char Dham yatra alive in the difﬁcult times of the past
should be slowly move towards exclusion or made to play an indirect
and active role in one of the most vital activities for the state. The
Prasadam Elaichi dana may offer price beneﬁts and proﬁt to some
few vendors but the Cholai laddu stands out as a healthy food of
traditional signiﬁcance that bears true essence and energy of
Uttarakhand.
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Recommendations
Interface between the shrines and Prasadam marketing initiative
should be strengthened on a periodic basis. Government should take
steps to ensure that a single window agency is created which
ensures availability of
Prasadam in all 625 shrines of
Uttarakhand.
Single window agency of the
government should also be
responsible to ensure th e
Prasadam product is of superior
quality.
Single window agency should
also develop products like Til ka
laddu (sesame seed), Hemp
seed laddu, Mandwa ka laddu
which are heal thy and off
seasonal variant of Cholai ka
laddu.

Cholai Laddu Prasad
in Hilans Packing

Positioning of the Laddu as a tea time snack and a gift item should be
available round the year at Hilans outlet.
The success of Prasadam initiative has added wings to the home
based industry. Slowly the women can be trained to prepare snacks,
namkeens, sweets and indigenous variety of snacks to be marketed
through Hilans.
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“HILANS KRISHAK PATH”
A BUSINESS MODEL FOR
BAIJNATH SRC, BAGESHWAR
Baijnath Ajivika Swayatt Sahakarita of Garur, Bageshwar is setting up
milestones for all other livelihood cooperatives by showcasing the
collective potential of producer groups and the coordination among
Livelihood Collective Staff.
Integrated Livelihood Support Project, Bageshwar (ILSP-UGVS) has
successfully established a channel to monitor the federation in
coordination with the technical agency Shree Bhuwaneshwari
Mahila Ashram (SBMA).
Baijnath Ajivika Swayatt
Sahakarita is located in the lap
of Baijnath Temple in Garur
block of Bageshwar. There was
an urgent need to control the
broker and mediators to stop
from exploiting the rights of
comm on rural people an d
farmers. The need of
establishing a livelihood
collective came into existence.
Baijnath LC Outlet Center
Baijnath Ajivika Swayatt
Sahakarita was established on
24 September 2015 and a retail
outlet store was established on
Baijnath-Kausani route to sell
the local products produced by
the producer groups and to
provide a good business and
market access to them. With
this initiative, the local people
Baijnath LC Rice Mill
developed the understanding
about the value of local products and on the other hand the producer
groups started getting the reasonable amount for their hard work
and products. Gradually the need of rice seller was proposed by the
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groups, as the supply of paddy was
good and the demand of rice was
immense. In April, 2017 a rice mill in
coordination with District
I n d u s t r i e s Ce n t e r ( D I C ) w a s
installed in Baijnath Ajivika
Swayatt Sahakarita premises.
The initial condition of the building
that the Integrated Livelihood
Suppor t Project proposed to
transform into Krishak Path was
poor. With the efforts of Baijnath
LC and 5 more Livelihood
Cooperatives like Sanjivani,
Lahurghati, Annapurna, Himgiri
and Divyeshwari, which are from
Garur block of Bageshwar with the
support of Technical Agency, the
building got transformed into a
b ea u t i f u l e s t a b l i s h m e n t a n d
termed as Krishak Path which
encouraged the producer groups
and the local village people.

Initial condition of the building
was underprivileged

Initial condition of the building
was underprivileged

The detail of the villages and producer groups linked with Baijnath LC is as follows:
No. of
PGs/VPGs

No. of
Households

No. of
Villages

No. of
Share-holders

BOD
Members

116

989

25

956

21

After the initial results in favor of producer groups and households
from the outlet center of Baijnath
Ajivika Swayatt Sahakarita, Rural
Development Department
extended cooperation and
collaborated to contribute in
project activities by providing
unused infrastructure, which was
under Rural Development
Department and was not
functional. With collective efforts
of ILSP and Rural Development
department in coordination with
Condition after making the
Technical Agency (SBMA), the old
building functional
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infrastructure was renovated into a usable building where all the
ofﬁcial work and the outlet center
activities to sell the local products
has been established. The building
was renamed as HILANS Krishak
Path and was inaugurated on
January 4, 2018 by the District
Magistrate Mrs. Ranjana Rajguru
and Chief Development Ofﬁcer
Shri S.S. Pangti.
Inauguration of ‘Hilans Krishak Path’
on January 4, 2018

Local products sold by Baijnath
Ajivika Swayatt Sahakarita include various types of Traditional Crops,
Pulses, Various varieties of rice, Spices and Handicrafts. All these
products are purchased from the producer groups and are retailed in
local market as well as in other districts of Uttarakhand.

Hilans Krishak Path of Baijnath Livelihood Cooperative

HILANS Krishak Path of Baijnath Livelihood Cooperative
'HILANS Krishak Path' has addressed following problems of
producer groups:
Ÿ Acting as a resource center for the community.
Ÿ Provided a place to showcase local products produced by

producer groups.
Ÿ Provided a better place for conference meetings for BOD
members.
Ÿ It has bridged the communication gap between government and
the community by providing a platform to spread the information
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to the producer groups.
Ÿ It has several attractions

for the tourists visiting
Baijnath temple f rom
Kausani and Bageshwar.
Ÿ Tourists will automatically

enhance the business of
the Cooperative and will
motivate the producer
President of Baijnath Ajivika Swayatt Sahakarita
during inauguration of Krishak Path

groups to grow more.

Ÿ Working on various value chains like goatry, off-seasonal

vegetables, dairy, traditional crops, pulses and spices, Baijnath
Ajivika Swayatt Sahakarita is providing business opportunities to
989 households forming 116 producer groups and strengthening
them to have prosperous lives in future after the project duration
gets over.
Baijnath SRC, Teet Bazar has most of the business revolving around the Hilans
Rice along with the regional organic products. Below are the business details
of SRC:
S. No.

Financial Year

Business Turn Over

Net Proﬁt

Proﬁt Percent

2016-17

1221219

60709

5

2

2017-18

2673680

238093

9

3

2018-19

634599

78335

12

4529498

377137

8.3

1

Total

Baijnath SRC Rice Mill Financial Details:
Total
Investment
on Rice Mill

Business
Turn Over

Proﬁt

Stock

Financial
Support

Loan
Amount

326555

481505

30140
(Adding
Stock)

27 Quintal

Udyog
Vibhag/
I.D.B.I. Bank

450000

DMU, Bageshwar and
Technical Agency, Garur
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LEADING IN BUSINESS:
HIMGIRI SRC, GARUR,
BAGESHWAR
When the local households and farmers were surrounded with the
stress about their income and savings, when women were depressed
about the economic and social conditions of their family and the
head of the families were not able to visualize a good future of their
children. Then a hope in the form of Integrated Livelihood Support
Project in coordination with Uttarakhnad Gramya Vikas Samiti (ILSPUGVS) came into picture and motivated people with a broad and
crystal clear vision to provide a bright future.
The examples about such success stories which transformed the
economic and social life of people drastically are many, but one of the
best examples representing "the institutional advancement, skill
development and innovation" is Himgiri Ajivika Swayatt Sahakarita.
The true heroes behind the
success of Himgiri SRC are
the producer groups who
dedicatedly contributed in
producing the local
products in adequate
amount and supplied the
same in Himgiri Livelihood
Corporative with the
support of UGVS-IFAD and
its block level Technical
Agency (SBMA). There was
an urgent need of providing
a place where the producer
groups can come up to collect their local produces and process them
after proper grading and packaging and deploy them to the market.
The mediators and brokers indeed exploited the farmers and
regional people in the past and never provided them the authentic
amount for their hard work. This is when the need of Himgiri SRC
along with the skilled staff members became important and
provided them a market in the popular tourist location of
Uttarakhand.
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The success story starts on
the lap of Kausani, the mini
Switzerland of India, a
beautiful tourist hill station
i n B a g e s h wa r s t a te o f
Uttarakhand. This place is
overﬂowing with immense
amount of opportunities
and talent. The rural people
were obviously facing lots
of problems in sustaining
their lives due to lack of
resources to showcase the talent and skills hidden inside them.
Integrated Livelihood Support Project with a dynamic plan focusing
on production and marketing came into existence and started
polishing the talent and skills of local people. Constituting a
cooperative by the name Himgiri Ajivika Swayatt Sahakarita was the
initial step which got registered on 14th of December 2015 with the
registration number 53. There are 11 Gram Panchayats and 14 project
villages like Bhatariya, Dumlot, Kausani State, Seema, Ratora, Nakuri
Talli, Borgaon, Laubanj, Ratmatiya, Kaulag, Jijoli, Payye, Darshani and
Bhojgan constituting 54 producer groups and 449 households.
The ﬁrst step was to form the groups named as Producer Groups and
Vulnerable Producer Groups and educating people about the
importance of team work and working in groups. The groups
collectively forming clusters drastically enhanced the graph of
production in the positive way and the stress and work automatically
divided into the groups which also enhanced the implementation
time and improved efﬁciency of the groups. Initially the location of
the establishment of the
cooperative was near
Laubanj, but soon a
government structure
w h i c h w a s w i t h
Uttarakhand Gramya Vikas
Vibhag undertaking got
t r a n s f e r r e d to H i m g i r i
Ajivika Swayatt Sahakarita
on 2nd of November 2017
with the support of ILSPUGVS. This convergence
with government for the lease of 30 years was the ﬁrst step towards
success and the achievements are still counting.
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Himgiri Cooperative transformed the building into an outlet mart
where the local products by the producer groups got a medium to
ﬂow in the market.
Listed below are some of the initiatives taken by Himgiri Ajivika
Swayatt Sahakarita to address the local problems of the farmers :
Ÿ Elimination of brokers by providing a platform to the producer

groups.
Ÿ Providing a suitable market to highlight the regional product to

the consumers from all over the country.
Ÿ Providing proper training and guidance to the producer groups

regarding the importance of proper packaging and grading.
Ÿ Providing a perfect place for the tourists to shop, eat and stay

under a single roof.
Kausani indeed is a tourist place with a heavy footfall of people
coming from various regions and economies. Himgiri SRC not only
inﬂuenced the lives of local people but also showcased the value of
local products to the people from all over the country. The customers
buy the products happily and carry those products with themselves
as the token of love and
memory from Kausani. The
business of Himgiri SRC
mainly constitutes the local
products like pulses, rice,
pickles, tea, juices, ginger,
garlic, jhangora, chaulai
and many other products
produced by the producer
groups and the handlooms
like woolen mufﬂers, handmade ladies' suits by the group members
and other clothes and handicrafts made up of Ringaal. The market
improved and tourists started buying these local products to
experience the taste of Kausani.
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On the other hand the business of hotels was one of the most
preferred businesses in Kausani where the tourists were ready to pay
a good amount of money. Himgiri SRC was well suited to start the
economic rooms to provide a economic and best in class stay for the
tourists, so ILSP-UGVS supported this livelihood cooperative in
renovating for three beautiful rooms along with attached
washrooms and technical agency contributed in technical
assistance to give it a home like stay for the tourists at best
reasonable price. Himgiri SRC surely provided the tourists a best
place to eat and shop under the same roof.

Various facilities that Himgiri SRC provides at present:
Ÿ Wide range of well

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ

graded, f reshly
packaged regional
products.
Best in class economic
rooms for tourists.
Educational training
visits.
Va r i o u s s e r v i ce s l i ke
great view of Himalayas
and mountains through telescope.
Freshly cooked regional food.
Handlooms and handicrafts made by producer groups.

On the other hand, huge changes in the attitude of the producer
groups and households encountered. People started participating in
the meetings and started contributing in various important
decisions. Board of directors from villages got appointed to take part
in various decisions like
procurement and business
activities. In shor t, the
conﬁdence level of the
households started
increasing and the fear of
keeping their point of view
in front of others vanished.
Group members especially
women started making
decisions regarding the economic and social activities in their
families.
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Himgiri SRC, Kausani being a tourist attraction has most of the
customers from metropolitan cities. The varieties of handicrafts and
the regional organic products like various types of rice, pulses and
spices have become widely popular in other cities. Most of the
marketing is done through the digital media like website and social
media to attract the tourist for selling products and providing staying
facility.
Business information of the outlet of Himgiri SRC, Kausani
is given below:
S. No.

Financial Year

Turn Over

Net Proﬁt

Proﬁt Percent

1

2016-17

492781

53421

10.8%

2

2017-18

1257168

144582

11.5%

3

2018-19

698598

81533

11.6%

Total

2448547

279536

11.5%

The vision was to improve the production and to enhance the
marketing of local products with good grading and packaging. The
group members very soon understood the importance of proper
grading and packaging after few trainings and guidelines. Himgiri
came up with an additional service to provide the food made of
regional edible products which is not only tasty but enriched with
high source of nutrients. So as add on of regional food based
restaurant added to the achievements of Himgiri Ajivika Swayatt
Sahakarita. The idea is to give a regional ambience to the tourists.
Where they can eat regional food, stay in the rooms ﬁlled with
cultural aura and shop for regional products as well.
Bringing this idea from thoughts into reality was a major challenge
looking into the present situation surely proved that nothing is
impossible when dedication, hard work and consistency meet the
proper planning.

DMU Bageshwar &
Technical Agency, Garur
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POLY MULCHING
AN IMPROVED METHOD
OF PRODUCTION IN TEHRI
Description: Cabbage production with Poly mulching demonstrates
that keen interest and self-belief can make agriculture a dependable
enterprise. For, it is not a story of overnight success but one of a
systematic effort to utilize opportunities offered to the farmers in the
village with technical expertise.
Mr. Tej Singh Kandari is 65 years old farmer from village Manj Gown
P.O. Satyon, Block Jaunpur, he is also the president of Maa Surkanda
SRC, and he is very skilled and hard working farmer. He gives his
contribution from time to time for demonstrations of various
agricultural activities and also makes other farmers aware regarding
modern means of agriculture production. He also received the best
progressive farmer prize in March 2018 at the Bauradi Agricultural
Fair, New Tehri. This time he urged to tell him the correct and
scientiﬁc way of producing cabbage, so that other farmers of the
area may also get the new information about the cabbage
production through scientiﬁc method. So, for the beneﬁt of all these
possibilities for the farmers, demonstration of cabbage production
was done with poly mulching technique.

Demonstration objectives :
The aim and objectives of this demonstration were to provide
farmers the beneﬁts of cabbage production using poly mulching.
Some of the beneﬁts are listed as below:
1.

Poly mulching prevents direct evaporation of moisture from the
soil and thus limits water loss and conserve moisture.

2.

The moisture that evaporates under poly mulching is condensed
below the mulched layer and reused by the crop.

3. The suppression of evaporation also has a supplementary effect
as it prevents the rise of water containing salt, which is important
in place where salty water is mainly used for irrigation.
4. Since minimum quantity of water is needed for poly mulched
cabbage, saving of 40 - 50 % of irrigation water is done which also
indirectly helps in EC reduction.
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5.

The loss of nutrients through leaching is kept minimum.

6.

Opaque mulches prevent weed growth and saves weeding cost.

7.

The favourable microclimate under poly mulching encourages
plant growth promoting rhizospheric microbes and aids in faster
mineralization of nutrients.

8.

The moisture is always maintained nearer to ﬁeld capacity which
helps in earthworm multiplication.

9.

The soil under poly mulching is friable and well aerated which is
ideal for plant growth.

10. The soil erosion is completely arrested under poly mulching.
11. Poly Mulching can be used for two to three year and produce
many types of crops through poly Mulching.
12. Weed is not grown under the Poly mulching so crop get the all
Nutrients.

Methodology used in cabbage production using
Poly Mulching:
Preparing nursery of cabbage:
Farmers were explained the scientiﬁc method of developing
nursery bed and to use the line sowing method for sowing seeds. The
distance between the lines is kept 5 cm and between the seeds is 1
cm. With this technique, the requirement of seeds in one Nali is 3 to
4 grams only. After seed sowing in the nursery, seed was covered
with crop residues to protect the plants and the seeds from the direct
sunlight, rain, hailstone, etc. As a result, plants were healthy in
nursery and were ready ten days earlier.
Transplanting cabbage plants under Poly Mulching:
Make 70 cm wide and 5 inch high bed in the ﬁeld and remove stones
and other land polluted materials from the bed. This compost was
fully treated with tricoderma fungicide so that fungus is completely
removed from soil bed. Subsequently, the plastic poly mulching
sheet was laid in soil bed. Round holes of 4 inches diameter are made
at a distance of 30 cm and cabbage plants are planted in the holes.
Crop Management:
There were no chemicals or medicines used in the production of
cabbage in the ﬁeld, only the decomposed manure were used in this
ﬁeld. Apart from this, water was used as per the Plants requirement,
and plants directly got the water and water was consumed in small
quantities and the above all there was no weeds grown with the crop
whereby no need of Hoeing.
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Yield:
First time cabbage production in one Nali was around 800 to 1000 kg
without the use of any chemical pesticide and nutrients.

Comparative analysis of costing using through Traditional v/s Scientiﬁc
method:
Component

Cost in Traditional
Method

Cost in Scientiﬁc
Method

Seed Qty.

20gm.

4 gm

Seed Cost

360

72

500 Rupees
Per Nali

No use of any types
of chemical

In Higher Qty.

In Very Low Qty.

2 to 3 Times

No need of Hoeing

Fruit Size and Weight

800gm to 1 kg

1.5 to 3 kg.

Time Period of crop Preparation

3 to 3.5 Month

2 to 2.5 Month

Soil Erosion

Possibilities of
Soil Erosion

No Possibilities of
Soil Erosion

500 kg.

800 to 1000 kg.

Chemical Pesticides cost
Irrigation Water
Hoeing

Production Per Nali

DMU Tehri &
Technical Agency, Jaunpur
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RINGAL FIBRE:
A NONFARM ENTERPRISE,
RUDRAPRAYAG
Background:
Bhupati Lal is from village Bhanaj of Agastyamuni block of district
Rudraprayag who belongs to the poorest of poor category.
Traditionally, he is a daily wage labourer and a domestic bamboo
weaver who use to earn his living be creating large domestic
containers or from working as a daily wage labourer. He was leading
a poor unhealthy life and was unable to fulﬁl even his basic needs.
In the year 2016, he saw new hopes when Empower Society
intervened in the small village of Bhanaj for implementing the subproject on developing rural livelihood around the ringal ﬁber based
articles under the small grant initiative of UGVS under IFAD's ILSP.
Under the project, the community was sensitized on how value
addition of naturally available raw material such as Dwarf Bamboo
called Ringal, Bamboo and Naturally available ﬁbres can transform
their life. The community was mobilized and organized into
handicraft based artisan producer group; their capacity was built in
terms of pre and post processing, design development, value
addition, craft designing and forward/ marketing linkages. They
were given induction on pricing of products and book keeping. Hand
holding support was constantly given for keeping them aware on
latest marketing trends and what will work and what not in terms of
preparing product line for the upcoming seasons.
The average annual income of Bhupati Lal at the time of making the
intervention was Rs. 40,200/- (around Rs. 3,350/month) and after the
intervention it was raised to Rs. 86000 per annum (around Rs. 7166
per month). In addition, during tourist season, his earning arrows to
around Rs.15000 to Rs. 20,000 per month which last up to 4-5 months
in a year. He is slowly graduating into a Grade 'A' weaver and the
project team is hopeful that he can excel in his trade and become a
master trainer and successful entrepreneur himself. Through his
hard work, Bhupati Lal has been successful in achieving a better life
and house for himself and his family.
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Income
from
Handicraft
Trade
before
getting
enrolled
under pg
(PA)

22000

Income
Total
Income
from
Income
from
other
before handicraft
sources interven
Trade
(agricult
tion
after
ure
(PA)
getting
/wage/
enrolled
daily
under pg
labourer)
(PA)
(PA)
18250

40250

66000

Income
from
other
sources
(PA)

Total
income
after
intervention
(PA)

Increase
in income
from
Handicraft
Trade (PA)

20000

86000

44000

Raw Material used in the Product Line:
Bamboo:
Bamboo is a non-timber forest product, which can be found in the
tropical and sub tropical forest. It is a fast growing and easy
regeneration species. Bamboo is a desirable plant for sustainable
management; it has important direct and indirect economic and
environmental beneﬁts such as providing shoot for food, culms for
housing, furniture, handicraft products and soil and water
conservation. Bamboo can play an important role in the reduction of
wood consumption, environmental and forest protection, poverty
alleviation and sustainable development of rural economy. Bamboo
processing as an income generating or business activity is largely still
under-developed. To the extent of bamboo processing sector, it is
primarily based around basic handicraft and other household
processing, especially in the rural areas.
Ringal:
Ringal (Dwarf Bamboo) is a
natural ﬁbre found in the
temperate forest of
Himalayan state of
Uttarakhand. This natural
ﬁbre has great weaving
potential because of its
elasticity and long lasting
qualities and indigenously
used by local artisans for
making domestic traditional items. Ringal is the major raw material
for the trade chosen for SGP. Out of the ﬁve major variety, Dev Ringal
(Thamnocalamus pathiﬂorus) is one of the best quality for weaving
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followed by Malinga and Bhattputra, Golu (Drepanostachyum
falcatum) etc. Ringal which have been tried and tested under the
project for creating products having the essence of market driven
modern day handicrafts products such as lamp sets, hand baskets,
pen stands, hand baskets, pen stands, mobile stands , service tokri,
paper dustbins etc.
Research papers suggest that there are ﬁve main varieties of Ringal
but going by the survey done on ITK of the community, there are
actually seven major varieties of Ringal as cited below:
SNo Name of Variety
(as named by Local
Community) /Scientiﬁc
Names available

Altitude range in
which the variety is
present in metre
above sea level

Comments on usability
for the trade

1

Golu (Drepanostachyum
falcatum)

800-900/1200

Commonly found in Low
areas and used for making
low cost products.

2

Malinga

1300-1400

Good for weaving
Products

3

Bhattaputra

1400-1700

Good for weaving
Products

4

Dev (Thamnocalamus
pathiﬂorus)

1700-2400

Most Popular amongst
weaver due to its elasticity,
long life, shine and good
quality

5

Sararu (Arundineria
falcate)

1700-2400

Harsh on Hands and not
easy for cutting down into
Finer pieces

6

Tham (T.jonsarensis)

2400-2800/3000

Hard and used mostly as
solid pieces.

7

Jamoora

2400-2800/3000

Lesser Popular than dev
Ringal and lesser
availability.

The advantage of modern Ringal products over the traditional
product is better returns with lesser raw materials and labour days.
Ringal and other Natural Fibres based value addition has added a
new dimension to the life's of the traditional weavers helping them to
lead a better quality of life and enabled artisans to evolve into
modern master trainer and commercially sustainable artisan groups
Natural Fibres:
Primarily Bichu Ghass, Bheemal and Hemp are being used for
weaving different products and value addition of handicraft
products.
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Methodology
Market chain analysis was based on interviews with producers,
processors and traders. The emphasis helped in identifying the main
constraints within the market channels; the movement of the
product through the value chain from producer to consumers; the
different of product price received and offered at each link of the
market chain and the key factors inﬂuence the pricing of the
products along of the market chain. This study used an iterative
method to identify respondents along the marketing chain:
Ÿ Key villages (selected villages); those villages where bamboo was

particularly important were identiﬁed through interviews with
project area and district forestry ofﬁce staffs and Community
members;
Ÿ Key traders and companies were identiﬁed through interviews

with village collectors, district staff, traders and group
interviewing and online surveys;
Ÿ Open-ended interviews were held with respondents, using

different checklists of questions for different stakeholders. These
checklists were prepared by the team during preparatory
brainstorming sessions.

Market Chain and price variation along
Market Chain:
The main operators on bamboo/ringal based handicraft market
chains are farmers, weavers collectors, rural factory producers, local
traders and foreign traders/exporters. The role of farmers is
plantation, harvesting and pre- processing. Collectors, factory, local
and foreign traders do different degrees, all are engaged in shorting,
storage, processing and transportation & marketing. Farmers/
Harvesters collect bamboo/Ringal from their respective planting
sites/nurseries and process into them into 'Tillis' - Ringal Fine sticks
and makes it available to the batch processing group/production
group.
The local team leader of the Group then sells the products to the
buyers or promoters who then sell to consumers around through
various showrooms, export houses, fairs, shops etc. In addition to
main products, bamboo wastes are converted into brooms,
toothpick production etc.
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The major product line comprises of:
1) Utility Items such as Basket, Dustbin, Cosmetic Holder etc.
2) Religious Mementos like Kedarnath temples
3) Decorative Items like Hanging Chandellier
4) Jewellery like ear rings, necklace, bracelet
5) Sandals like Bheemal Chappals
6) Lamps, Curtains, Workshop Bags etc
7) Small Furniture /Interior Decorations for resorts/cottages etc.
8) Brooms, Toothpick etc.

Impact on Supply Chain:

Local Producers

60
20
District level Traders

Project Area Ringal
Growers/Planters/Nursery

20

Traders at higher
Pla orm

Local Traders

Earlier, the share at local level was low due to unfair trade practices
and collectors.

Functions

Production: (Slice
into
small, sharpen,
assemble): basic

Cut bamboo from
the forest/Nursery
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Collection and
Transportation

Production:
(Slice into
small, weave,
assemble):advance

Consump on at Market
Level

Operators
Processors

Consumers

Local collectors

Producers and
Weavers

(Earlier/
Promoters

Local Traders

(Now)

Market Chain Constraint
1)

Poverty of the villagers

2)
3)
4)

Poor logistics
Poor bargaining capabilities
Irregular policy norms

Bhupati Lal

DMU, Rudrapryag and
Empower Society
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BURANSH (RHODODENDRON) JUICE
CORNERSTONE OF
LIVELIHOOD
Innovative effort of Soldungri Livelihood Cooperative, Block Tharali, Distt. Chamoli

"Coming together is a beginning;
Keeping together is progress;
Working together is success."

Preface:
In development block of Tharali (Chamoli), Soldungri & Brahmtaal
Livelihood Cooperative under Sol region producer groups have been
developed by the support of Integrated Livelihood Support Project
(ILSP) for progress of livelihood of people. The aim is to double the
income of the farmers by giving them technical inputs to grow more
agricultural products. Main activities of these groups are OSV,
Traditional Crops, Royal Grain, Kidney Beans, Finger Millet, Wheat,
Pulses, oilseed spices as well as working in livestock rearing, Goat
rearing.
Because of geographical constraints, our farmers depend on rain fed
farming. Population of the village is approx 4000 and that has an
average altitude of about 345 metres above sea level. To increase
productivity through intervention of project and their staff provides
technical inputs and scientiﬁc methods like usage of organic
manure, seed replacement etc.
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Basic Information:
SRC Registration No. 158/2015-16
Name of Federation: Soldungri Livelihood Cooperative
S.No.

1.

Groups

76

Households
Male

Female

28

551

Gen.

S.C

S.T

Total

431

148

0

579

Traditional way to use Buransh:
Although Sol area is tourist destination with Natural Lakes, Bugyal
and Buransh tree in abundance. According to the rural farmer, they
said that from legendary time they use Buransh(Rhododendron) to
make chutney called Ramod in their language. People also eat the
Buransh ﬂower with salt. It is believed that it is very nutritious. The
juice from these ﬂowers is also become very popular because of its
medicinal properties. This juice claims prevention of disease related
to heart and diabetes.
Additional activity/ Modern way for livelihood growth:
Due to lack of technical
information earlier people
used to buy this juice from
market . After the technical
information provided by the
Himalto Company to farmers
of Sol in coordination with
the Technical Agency the
rural farmers have started
the production of Buransh
juice themselves. The
training also provided the
knowledge for keeping the
juice fresh for long time. The market to the farmers for the juice was
assured through the Himalto.
Achievement:
Around 2000 litre of juice has been extracted from Buransh ﬂower by
group members out of which 150 families kept the juice for their own
use and 10 families kept 200 litre juice for marriage & other
ceremonies which saved them Rs. 10,000. The price of Rs 35 per litre
was provided by the buyer Himal to. In addition to this Rs. 7700 have
been earned from 225 litres by the wife of Harendra Singh from
Nirbhaya Producer Group. Similarly from 350 litre, Rs. 12250
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have been earned by Shekhar Mishra who belongs to Ruisaan from
Mahadev PG. From Meena producer group, Rs. 7350 from 210 litre
have been earned by Khilaf Singh.
Total turnover of Rs. 27300 was done by Livelihood cooperative with
Himalto Company from which net proﬁt of Rs. 4000 have been
earned.
"Fruit of our own hard work is the sweetest.”
Future strategy of cooperative for Buransh juice business:
Cooperative will expand its business producing 10,000 litres of juice
through 50 litres juice 200 families (50 litres each). Also the training
will be provided to 579 households targeting to involve more and
increasing the livelihood of each member of cooperative.

Conclusion:
Harendra (LC) and their cooperative members together kindled the
light of hope in the outskirt of district Chamoli amongst the farmers
in conserving their culture and marching on the road to success. The
allied activities other than agriculture must include the practices of
innovation with efﬁcient techniques, work, and relationship
management with partner agencies, which will give them cost
effective outputs. These additional activities are often less risky, if
managed efﬁciently, it is more beneﬁcial.
DMU Chamoli
Technical Agency, Tharali
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SCIENTIFIC FARMING
MEANS OF INCOME
ENHANCEMENT, CHAMOLI
“The ultimate goal of farming is not the growing of crops,
But the cultivation and perfection of human beings."

Preface:
This is the case study of a farmer that identify how our model farmer
of district Chamoli is responding to the challenges of agricultural
activity locally. This case study addresses how the farmer started
scientiﬁc farming, what it took to sustain the agri-business, what
resource or policies could add to his success and the most critical
challenges he faced.
Following criteria were used in selecting the suitable farmer to
demonstrate the practice.
Creative and innovative farmer:
The farmer should be willing to take calculated risks and to try out
new things like usage of scientiﬁc techniques, farm machinery for
better efﬁciency, and value addition techniques etc. to make his farm
business a success. He should be actively looking for new markets
and experiment with additional products to build up his business.
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Numerous marketing channels:
The farmer should be willing to market his products through
multiple sales channels. These markets include wholesalers and
retailers, their own collection centres (Federations), farmers markets
(Mandi), websites, restaurants, and Govt. supported agricultural
trade fairs/programs.
Introduction:
Shekhar Mishra, resident of Ruisan village of block Tharali, Chamoli, is
a farmer who cultivates vegetable for self-consumption as well as for
his livelihood. Despite of living in a small village and tough
geographical conditions, he never lost his faith and courage towards
agriculture.
Activities:
With the help of Integrated Livelihood Support Project, 27 groups of
village Ruisan are doing farming activities and growing vegetables
(OSV) and traditional crops including Amaranths, Finger Millet,
Wheat etc.

Mahadev is one of Producer Group in the village Ruisan where most
of the work is done for the production of vegetable by Shekhar
Mishra. Main activity done by him is cultivating vegetables like
Cabbage, Cauliﬂower, Tomatoes, Peas, Onion, Pumpkin, Beans, and
Brinjal.
Supporting Organization:
Under Integrated Livelihood Support Project (ILSP), Shri
Bhuvneshwari Mahila Ashram (SBMA) as a technical agency played
signiﬁcant role in each activity of Shekhar Mishra. He has utilised all
the resource and beneﬁts given by project like LDPE Tank, Fencing
for the protection of Vegetables from Wild animals,and Light traps.
This also includes scientiﬁc knowledge provided by is the AgriHorti
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ofﬁcer alongwith the supporting technical staff like A.B.O., LCs and
LFs. This knowledge includes seed treatment, linesowing
techniques, mulching, usage of plant protection kit, water crop and
pest management practices which are environment friendly and
cost effective.

Success Secret :
The secrets of his success is the adoption of modern farming system
approach. The raise in the annum income of the farmer was primarily
by adopting the following activities.
Ÿ Farm planning was on the basis of Organic Farming principles.
Ÿ Efﬁcient use of inputs like land and water.
Ÿ Science based approach in farm layout.
Ÿ Land consolidation and proper levelling.

Convergence:
The farmer also got beneﬁted through convergence by using various
facilities like Poly House which protects small plants, scientiﬁc
knowledge & resources like seeds, usage of plant kits etc. through
the department of forest and KVK respectively. This helped him to
increase agriculture production and motivated other farmers to
change their attitude and thinking towards agriculture and make
them interested in adopting modern farming.
Market opportunities and future plan:
The nearest local market available for the village is Tharali Bazaar
which is 14 Km from the village. The market held every day except
last day of the month. Other big markets are available in Haldwani,
Srinagar, Karnaprayag, Rishikesh and Dehradun which is a great
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opportunity to the farmer to sale their products directly to the
consumers. These markets are very huge containing almost all
agricultural products required by the villagers ranging from Fruits,
Vegetables, Pulses, and Cereals etc.
Future plan of this farmer is to double the income of his family
through consistent efforts in agriculture activities for maximum
production of OSV.

"For of all gainful professions,
Nothing is better, nothing more pleasing, nothing more delightful,
nothing better becomes a well-bred man than agriculture."

DMU Chamoli &
Technical Agency, Tharali
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